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DEBURRING

Cross-Hole Deburring Tool  
Eliminates Secondary Process

Cross-holes have long been an Achilles’ heel for subtractive manufactur-
ers. As editor emeritus Chris Koepfer of Production Machining once wrote, 
“Despite the best efforts of machinists and programmers, burrs are virtually 
impossible to eliminate when cross-drilled holes intersect.” In many cases, 
shops must take an “as good as it will get” approach with parts featuring 
cross-holes to prevent overlong cycle times that risk customer confidence. 

Paramount Profits
Paramount Machine, a job shop in Salt Lake City, Utah, is familiar with 
this dilemma. During one job with 2,000 parts that featured cross-drilled 
holes for a commercial aerospace application, it found that producing 
the parts required 185 hours of machine time, with an additional 120 
hours in the foreign object debris (FOD) room to deburr the parts.

The deburring process time stressed Paramount’s ability to meet its 
delivery dates with the client, and, worse, the difficulty of successfully 
deburring these cross-drilled parts led to rejections from the customer due 
to remaining burrs or uneven deburring. While Paramount did improve its 
process over the first job runs, the shop wanted to further improve.

In a twist of irony, Paramount Machine machinists Eric Van Orden and 
Luis Rivas found an advertisement for J.W. Done’s Orbitool in Modern 

COMPANY: 
Paramount Machine

PROBLEM: 
Long, tedious cycle 
times for deburring 
cross-holes, often failing 
to meet customer 
requirements

SOLUTION: 
J.W. Done’s Orbitool 
hemisphere cutters

RESULTS: 
A net decrease of 75 
hours of process time 
across a 2,000-part job, 
as well as an elimination 
of internal burrs.
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J.W. Done’s Orbitool uses a 
disk to shield finished areas 
of bore holes, falling away 
from the wall at the 
intersection between holes 
to enable the cutter to 
proceed with targeted 
deburring.
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Machine Shop. The pair researched Orbitool and 
decided to reach out to J.W. Done. After explaining 
that the part Paramount was producing had four 
cross-holes with 0.120-inch diameters intersecting 

a through-hole with a 0.125-inch diameter in L605 
cobalt nickel alloy at a 0.0004-inch total tolerance, 
Orbitool made a tooling recommendation: the 
P/N 14000D Orbitool 3/32 Double Hemisphere 
Cutter and the P/N 14000 Orbitool 3/32 Single 
Hemisphere Cutter.

Removing Only the Burr
J.W. Done says Orbitool functions like a conven-
tional cutting tool, mounting into the toolholder 
of a lathe or machining center. What makes 
Orbitool unique is its ability to conduct in-pro-

cess deburring of cross-
drilled holes by using the 
hemispherical-shaped 
cutter on the end of a 
flexible shaft.

After inserting the 
Orbitool deburring tool 
into a cross-hole, the 
user moves the tool until 
the disk contacts the 
wall of the hole. Once 
the disk has made con-
tact and the user has 
tilted the shaft enough 
for the axis of the tool 
to reach the diameter of 
interpolation, the user 
rotates the tool and feeds 
it further into the hole 
using a helical inter-
polation routine. The 
attached disk is slightly 
larger than the cutter to 
keep the cutter’s abrasive 
surface from contacting 
the hole walls until the 
tool reaches the burr.

Once the tool reaches 
the intersection between 
the holes, the disk falls 
away from the wall, 
giving the cutter access 
to the burr. As the disk 
traces the contour of 
the cross-hole inter-
section, the cutter only 
affects the burred areas. 
Paramount adds that the 
flexible shaft enables the 
deburring tool to remain 
in contact with irregu-
larly shaped features.

OVER 18 YEARS OF DEBURRING

Editor emeritus Chris Koepfer of our sister magazine 
Production Machining first wrote about Orbitool in 2002. 
Although J.W. Done’s Orbitool product line has significantly 
expanded since then, the tool’s process remains the same, 
with particular process flows for both manual and CNC 
operations: gbm.media/orbitoolch
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Clean-Cut Benefits
With J.W. Done’s recommended Orbitool strat-
egies in hand, Rivas created a tool path routine. 
He used a 40x magnification scope to make minor 
tweaks and adjustments in the tool path until the 
initial production process yielded a significant 

reductions in burrs. He took the parts to Martin 
Loera, the shop’s deburring expert, who agreed 
that use of the Orbitool and Rivas’ tool path 
would simplify deburring. Instead of conduct-
ing full deburring as a secondary process, Loera 
would only need to confirm the edge breaks and 
address a small amount of external deburring.

The changes increased the cycle times on the 
machine by 45 seconds per part — but decreased 
the time required in the FOD room by about three 
minutes per part. Across the 2,000-part run, this 
2.25-minute reduction saved about 75 hours in 
total process time.   

|  J.W. Done   |   888-535-3663   |   jwdone.com

|  Paramount Machine   |   801-886-2755
paramount-machine.com

Special Offer: Starts @ $80/Mo.
Get a Free Trial: SmartCAMcnc.com
541-344-4563

Luis Rivas was one of the machinists at Paramount 
who discovered Orbitool through an issue of Modern 
Machine Shop. He created the Orbitool’s tool path 
routine, which led to a net savings of 75 hours for a 
2,000-part aerospace job.


